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Wayne State University Press is thrilled to 
announce that the Jewish Book Council has 
honored Nancy Sinkoff’s From Left to Right: 
Lucy S. Dawidowicz, the New York Intellectuals, 
and Politics of Jewish History with two fantastic 
awards—the 2020 National Jewish Book Award 
in the category of biography, and the Fall 2020 
Natan Notable Book!

From the Jewish Book Council’s offi cial Natan 
Notable Book announcement:

“In making the Fall 2020 selection, Natan is 
recognizing not only Professor Sinkoff’s work 
of wide-ranging, diligent historical scholarship, 
which emanates form a deep understanding of a 
century of Jewish history in America and Eastern 
Europe; but also the life, work and intellectual 
contributions of an under-appreciated and 
nearly-forgotten historian and public intellectual, 
Lucy S. Dawidowicz (1915-1990).

The Natan Notable Books committee is proud to 
shine a spotlight on Dawidowicz’s steadfastness, 
mental acuity, practical intelligence, and 
courage in expressing forthright, controversial 
-- yet highly educated and researched -- views. 
As Sinkoff so brilliantly documents, Dawidowicz’s 
experiences, scholarship, and political evolution 
not only illuminate the critical issues of 20th 
century Jewish life, but they also offer guidance 
for navigating our own complicated times as 
Jews in America in the 21st century.”

Congratulations, Nancy! 
Our catalogs are also 

available on Edelweiss

AWARD NEWS!

EBOOK INFORMATION

WSU Press is a proud member of the 
Association of University Presses
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Fiction • African American Studies • Young Adult

OF RELATED INTEREST

HOW IT HAPPENS
 
Jean Alicia Elster

Intergenerational story of three Black women and 
their struggle to stake their claim to the American 
dream.

How It Happens follows the story of author Jean Alicia Elster’s 
maternal grandmother, Dorothy May Jackson. Born in Tennes-
see in 1890, Dorothy May was the middle daughter of Addie 
Jackson, a married African-American housekeeper at one of 
the white boardinghouses in town, and Tom 
Mitchell, a commanding white attorney from a prominent fam-
ily. Through three successive generations of African-American 
women, Elster intertwines the fictionalized adaptations of the 
defining periods and challenges—race relations, miscegena-
tion, sexual assault, and class divisions—in her family’s history.
 
A continuation of the plots begun in Elster’s two novels Who’s 
Jim Hines? and The Colored Car, How It Happens contin-
ues the story for an older audience and begins with Addie’s 
life before the turn of the century in the South as a married 
Black woman with three biracial daughters navigating the 

relationship between her husband and Tom Mitchell. Later the story shifts to Addie’s daughter Dorothy May’s 
experiences both as a child and later, as a teacher who, choosing between her career and marriage to a man 
she barely knows, moves to Detroit. The story moves along with Dorothy May’s daughter Jean, who, with the 
support of her mother and the memory of her grandmother, confronts and comes to terms with her role in 
society and the options available to her as a college-educated Black woman in the post–World War II indus-
trial North. While there is struggle and hardship for each of these women, they each build off one other and 
continue to demand space in the world in which they live.
 
Written for young adult readers, How It Happens carries the heart through the obstacles that still face women 
of color today and persists in holding open the door of communication between generations.

A 2017 Kresge artist fellow and a former attorney, Jean Alicia Elster is a professional writer of 
fiction for children and young adults. She is the great-granddaughter of Addie Jackson, whose 
family story is the basis of How It 
Happens. Elster is the author of the Michigan Notable Books Who’s Jim Hines? (Wayne State 
University Press, 2008) and The Colored Car (Wayne State University Press, 2013).
 
September 2021, 5.5x8.25, 208 pages 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4869-7 $18.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4870-3 ebook
Great Lakes Books Series
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

ROSIE, A DETROIT HERSTORY
Bailey Sisoy Isgro
Illustrated by Nicole Lapointe

2018, ISBN 978-0-8143-4544-3, $16.99 Hardcover

C O V E R
I M A G E

C O M I N G
S O O N
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OF RELATED INTEREST

100 YEARS OF THE 
DETROIT HISTORICAL 

SOCIETY
Joel Stone

A behind-the-scenes look at the creation and 
evolution of a cultural institution in Detroit.

Since its founding in 1921, the Detroit Historical Society (DHS) 
has been dedicated to safeguarding the history of our region 

so that current and future generations of metro Detroiters can 
better understand the people, places, and events that helped 

shape our lives. 100 Years of the Detroit Historical Society, 
written by senior curator Joel Stone, captures in words and 

photographs the little-known story of the people who have been 
telling Detroit’s stories and preserving its material culture for the 

last century.

100 Years of the Detroit Historical Society leads in a chrono-
logical manner through four distinct phases—each with its own 

successes and failures—with a nod to the future direction of 
the DHS. Stone begins by laying a foundation of the city’s history and describing the era that prompted the 
organization’s founding—first intended as support for the Burton Historical Collection, then as stewards of a 

growing artifact collection in a "cabinet of curiosities." DHS became the primary support organization for a new 
municipally owned and managed historical department, resulting in multiple facilities and storytelling capabil-
ities. Later, changing social and fiscal priorities prompted the DHS and its partners to adopt new strategies for 
interpretation, funding, outreach, and inclusion. Eventually, the DHS would assume stewardship of the Detroit 

Historical Museum and Dossin Great Lakes Museum, bringing new momentum to regional public history.
 

It is important to note the truism that historical museums and archives can be poor caretakers of their own 
history. The DHS’s history was intertwined with a municipal department for so long that they actually have two 

histories that are only roughly preserved. Research for this volume has woven many disparate details into a 
cogent tapestry that is easily digested by museum professionals and visitors alike. It is a fascinating tale that 
reflects the pride Detroiters have in their city and shows trends in historical preservation and organizational 

structures across North America.

Joel Stone is senior curator at the Detroit Historical Society. He has edited several books, including Detroit 1967: 
Origins, Impacts, Legacies (Wayne State University Press, 2017), and authored Floating Palaces of the Great Lakes.

 
December 2021, 7x10, 128 pages, 66 black-and-white images 

ISBN 978-0-8143-4887-1 $24.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4888-8 ebook
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

 Detroit • History • Cultural Studies 

DETROIT 1967
Origins, Impacts, Legacies

Edited by Joel Stone
With a Foreword by Thomas J. Sugrue

2017, ISBN 978-0-8143-4303-6, $29.99 Hardback

C O V E R
I M A G E

C O M I N G
S O O N
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OF RELATED INTEREST

GUN/SHY
Poems by Jim Daniels

Poems that seek stability in family and 
community while coping with a country full of 
conflict and change.

The poems in Gun/Shy deal with the emotional weight of 
making do. Tinged with both the regrets and wisdom of 
aging, Jim Daniels’s poems measure the wages of love in a 
changing world with its vanishing currency. He explores the 
effects of family work—putting children to bed, leading par-
ents to their final resting places—and what is lost and gained 
in those exertions. Childhood and adolescence are examined, 
through both looking back on his own childhood and on that 
of his children. While his personal death count rises, Daniels 
reflects on his own mortality. He finds solace in small mira-
cles—his mother stretching the budget to feed five children 
with "hamburger surprise" and potato skins, his children 
collecting stones and crabapples as if they were gold coins. 
 
Daniels, as he always has, carries the anchor of Detroit with 
him, the weight both a comfort and a burden. He explores 

race, white privilege, and factory work. Eight Mile Road, a fraught border, pulses with division, and the 
echoes of music, singing through Detroit’s soiled but solid heart, resonate in these poems. His first long poem 
in many years, "Gun/Shy," centers the book. Through the personas of several characters, Daniels dives into 
America’s gun culture and the violent gulf between the fearful and the feared. 
 
Throughout, he seeks connection in likely and unlikely places: a river rising after spring rain and searchlights 
crossing the night sky. Comets and cloudy skies. Cement ponds and the Garden of Eden. Adolescence and 
death. Wounds physical and psychic. Disguises and more disguises. These are the myths we memorize to 
help us sleep at night, those that keep us awake and trembling. Daniels’s accessible language, subtlety, and 
deftness make this collection one that belongs on every poetry reader’s shelf.

A native of Detroit, Jim Daniels currently lives in Pittsburgh and is the Thomas S. Baker Uni-
versity Professor Emeritus at Carnegie Mellon. His recent books include Rowing Inland (Wayne 
State University Press, 2017) and The Perp Walk. He also coedited the anthology RESPECT: 
The Poetry of Detroit Music.
 
August 2021, 6x9, 96 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4878-9 $16.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4879-6 ebook
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

SAINT PETER AND THE 
GOLDFINCH
Poems by Jack Ridl

2019, ISBN 978-0-8143-4645-7, $16.99 Paperback

Poetry • Michigan • Detroit

C O V E R
I M A G E

C O M I N G
S O O N
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OF RELATED INTEREST

Poetry • Death and Dying • Nature

WHEN OUR FATHERS 
RETURN TO US AS BIRDS

Poems by Peter Markus

A luminous and heartfelt collection of mourning 
poetry.

Over the course of two decades and six books, Peter Markus 
has been making fiction out of a lexicon shaped by the words 

brother and fish and mud. In an essay on Markus’s work, 
Brian Evenson writes, "If it’s not clear by now, Markus’s use 

of English is quite unique. It is instead a sort of ritual speech, 
an almost religious invocation in which words themselves, 

through repetition, acquire a magic or power that revives the 
simpler, blunter world of childhood." Now, in his debut book 

of poems, When Our Fathers Return to Us as Birds, Markus 
tunes his eye and ear toward a new world, a world where 

father is the new brother, a world where the father’s slow dy-
ing and eventual death leads Markus, the son, to take a walk 

outside to "meet my shadow in the deepening shade." 

In this collection, a son is simultaneously caring for his father, 
losing his father, and finding his dead father in the trees and the water and the sky. He finds solace in the 

birds and in the river that runs between his house and his parents’ house, with its view of the shut-down steel 
mill on the river's other side, now in the process of being torn down. The book is steadily punctuated by 

this recurring sentence that the son wakes up to each day: My father is dying in a house across the river. The 
rhythmic and recursive nature to these poems places the reader right alongside the son as he navigates his 

journey of mourning.  

These are poems written in conversation with the poems of Jack Gilbert, Linda Gregg, Jim Harrison, Jane 
Kenyon, Raymond Carver, Theodore Roethke—poets whose poems at times taught Markus how to speak. "In 
a dark time . . . ," we often hear it said, "there are no words." But the truth is, there are always words. Some-

times our words are all we have to hold onto, to help us see through the darkened woods and muddy waters, 
times when the ear begins to listen, the eye begins to see, and the mouth, the body, and the heart, in chorus, 

begin to speak. Fans of Markus’s work and all of those who are caring for dying parents or grieving their loss 
will find comfort, kinship, and appreciation in this honest and beautiful collection.

Peter Markus is the author of six books of fiction, including The Fish and the Not Fish, which 
was named a Michigan Notable Book in 2015, and co-editor with Terry Blackhawk of To 

Light a Fire: 20 Years with the InsideOut Literary Arts Project (Wayne State University Press, 
2015). Markus is the senior writer with InsideOut Literary Arts and is on the faculty at Oakland 

University, where he teaches creative writing. In 2012 he received a Kresge Arts in Detroit 
fellowship in Literary Arts. 

 
September 2021, 6x9, 104 pages

ISBN 978-0-8143-4850-5 $16.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4851-2 ebook
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

TEACHER/PIZZA GUY
Poems by Jeff Kass

2019, ISBN 978-0-8143-4715-7, $16.99 Paperback
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Creative Nonfiction • Nature and Art • Essays

OF RELATED INTEREST

MORTALITY, 
WITH FRIENDS
Essays by Fleda Brown

A collection of intensely personal lyrical essays 
about mortality, living well, art, and love.

Mortality, with Friends is a collection of lyrical essays from Fle-
da Brown, a writer and caretaker, of her father and sometimes 
her husband, who lives with the nagging uneasiness that her 
cancer could return. Memoir in feel, the book muses on the 
nature of art, of sculpture, of the loss of bees and trees, the 
end of marriages, and among other things, the loss of hearing 
and of life itself.
 
Containing twenty-two essays, Mortality, with Friends follows 
the cascade of loss with the author’s imminent joy in opening 
a path to track her own growing awareness and wisdom. In 
"Donna," Brown examines a childhood friendship and ques-
tions the roles we need to play in each other’s lives to shape 
who we might become.  In "Native Bees," Brown expertly 
weaves together the threads of a difficult family tradition 

intended to incite happiness with the harsh reality of current events. In "Fingernails, Toenails," she marvels at 
the attention and suffering that accompanies caring for our aging bodies. In "Mortality, with Friends," Brown 
dives into the practical and stupefying response to her own cancer and survival. In "2019: Becoming Mrs. 
Ramsay," she remembers the ghosts of her family and the strident image of herself, positioned in front of her 
Northern Michigan cottage.
 
Comparable to Lia Purpura’s essays in their density and poetics, Brown’s intent is to look closely, to stay with 
the moment and the image. Readers with a fondness for memoir and appreciation for art will be dazzled by 
the beauty of this collection.

Fleda Brown’s tenth collection of poems, Flying through a Hole in the Storm, won the Hollis 
Summers Prize from Ohio University Press. Earlier poems can be found in The Woods Are on 
Fire: New & Selected Poems, chosen by Ted Kooser for the University of Nebraska poetry se-
ries. She is professor emerita at the University of Delaware and was poet laureate of Delaware 
from 2001 to 2007.
 
September 2021, 5.5x8.5, 224 pages, 5 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4874-1 $18.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4875-8 ebook
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

GRIEF'S COUNTRY
A Memoir in Pieces
Gail Griffin

2020, ISBN 978-0-8143-4739-3, $18.99 Paperback
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Television Studies • Popular Culture

BREAKING BAD
Christopher Sharrett

Captivating analysis of the acclaimed TV series 
and its portrait of societal decline.

Breaking Bad (2008–2013), a remarkable synthesis of the 
crime film, the sitcom, the western, and the family melodra-
ma, is a foundational example of new television in the early 

twenty-first century. Receiving multiple Emmy Awards, it 
launched the careers of its creators and stars, most notably 
Bryan Cranston as high school teacher-turned-drug manu-

facturer Walter White, whose attempt to grab the American 
dream results in the destruction of family, home, community, 

and himself. In this book, Christopher Sharrett examines 
the innovations of Breaking Bad through a study of its main 

character, using psychoanalysis, genre study, gender studies, 
American studies, and the graphic arts to assist an explora-
tion of the supreme danger of modern, postindustrial toxic 

masculinity embodied in Walter White.
 

Serving as a fresh start for the American Movie Classics (AMC) 
cable outlet, Breaking Bad is probably the most uncompromised rendering of the white American male’s 
rage in early twenty-first-century fiction. Set against a deindustrialized American landscape, its conflicted 

morality can seem less ambiguous than repugnant when we note the use of humor throughout, particularly as 
characters are introduced and killed off. Walter’s relationships with his son, who has cerebral palsy, his former 
student-turned-business partner, his long-suffering wife, and his DEA brother-in-law are layered on top of the 

show’s reflection of the very real challenges facing America today, which are not limited to the opioid 
epidemic, lax gun laws, and racial violence.

 
Some critics have accused Breaking Bad of inciting a disturbance rather than criticizing, as it relies heavily on 

the audience’s humor. Sharrett’s argument for why the show is the canniest dramatic insight of our times is 
worth the price of admission for scholars and students of media studies and superfans alike.

Christopher Sharrett is Professor Emeritus of Film Studies at Seton Hall University, author of The Rifleman 
(Wayne State University Press, 2005) and editor of Mythologies of Violence in Postmodern Media (Wayne State 

University Press, 1999).
 

October 2021, 5x7, 128 pages, 22 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4256-5 $19.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4255-8 ebook

TV Milestones Series
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

OF RELATED INTEREST

THE KILLING
John Alberti

2017, ISBN 978-0-8143-4212-1, $19.99 Paperback
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Television Studies • Popular Culture • African American Studies

HOMICIDE: 
LIFE ON THE STREET
Lisa Doris Alexander

Analysis of race, racism, and the criminal justice 
system on Homicide: Life on the Street.

Renowned for its unique visual style, Homicide: Life on the 
Street fundamentally changed the police procedural genre. 
The show broke records, featured memorable characters, and 
launched careers—most notably that of David Simon, whose 
own nonfiction book, Homicide: A Year on the Killing Streets, 
inspired the series, and who went on to create both The 
Wire and Treme. Homicide was an anomaly in the 1990s for 
its honest and open portrayals and discussions of race, and 
in this TV Milestone, Lisa Doris Alexander uses Critical Race 
Theory as a lens to highlight how the show illustrated the 
impacts that racial politics can have on policing.
 
Homicide is one in a long line of police procedurals that date 

back to the early days of broadcast television, with series such as Dragnet (NBC 1951–59), Hawaii Five-O 
(CBS 1968–80), and Columbo (NBC 1971–78). But because Homicide takes place and was filmed in the 
majority-Black city of Baltimore, it makes sense that many of the main and supporting cast are Black. This 
differentiated it from the other shows of its genre and time. Chapter 1 discusses the Black-starring roles on 
Homicide in terms of being non-stereotypical and both written and performed as well-rounded, complex 
characters. Chapter 2 focuses on issues of race and racism and their impact on policing. Chapter 3 looks at 
other power dynamics, such as class, political clout, and social standing, and how those dynamics intersect 
with race and the criminal justice system’s perceived neutrality.
 
In many regards, Homicide was ahead of its time. Alexander argues that Homicide reflects the politics of 
the Black Lives Matter movement, which in turn highlights the fact that the issues brought up by the move-
ment are long-standing and that the series affirms the critiques BLM activists make about the criminal justice 
system. This book shows that the series’ oftentimes unflinching commentary on the systemic flaws within the 
criminal justice system not only feels more at home in today’s television and political landscape than it did in 
the 1990s but is just as relevant. Fans of the works of David Simon, as well as students and scholars of televi-
sion studies and Critical Race Theory, will enjoy this enlightening book.

Lisa Doris Alexander is an associate professor in the Department of African American Studies at Wayne State 
University. She is the author of Expanding the Black Film Canon: Race and Genre across Six Decades and When 
Baseball Isn’t White, Straight and Male: The Media and Difference in the National Pastime.
 
September 2021, 5x7, 128 pages, 19 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4867-3 $19.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4868-0 ebook
TV Milestones Series
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

OF RELATED INTEREST

TREME
Jaimey Fisher

2019, ISBN 978-0-8143-4151-3, $19.99 Paperback
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Jewish Studies • Translation • Fiction
Performance Studies • Popular Culture • Gender • Media Studies

OF RELATED INTEREST

OUR BLESSED 
REBEL QUEEN
Essays on Carrie Fisher and 
Princess Leia

Edited by Linda Mizejewski and Tanya D. Zuk

Exploration of Carrie Fisher as star, author, 
comedian, and iconic personification of Princess Leia.

Our Blessed Rebel Queen: Essays on Carrie Fisher and Princess 
Leia is the first full-length exploration of Carrie Fisher’s career 
as actress, writer, and advocate. Fisher’s entangled relationship 
with the iconic Princess Leia is a focal point of this volume.  
Editors Linda Mizejewski and Tanya D. Zuk have assembled a 
collection that engages with the multiple interfaces between 
Fisher’s most famous character and her other life-giving work. 
 
The contributors offer insights into Fisher as science-fiction 
idol, author, feminist inspiration, and Lucasfilm commodity. 
Jennifer M. Fogel examines the thorny "ownership" of Fisher’s 
image as a conflation of fan nostalgia, merchandise commod-

ity, and eventually, feminist icon. Philipp Dominik Keidl looks at how Carrie Fisher and her iconic character are 
positioned within the male-centric history of Star Wars. Andrew Kemp-Wilcox researches the 2016 controversy 
over a virtual Princess Leia that emerged after Carrie Fisher’s death. Tanya D. Zuk investigates the use of Prin-
cess Leia and Carrie images during the Women’s March as memetic reconfigurations of historical propaganda 
to leverage political and fannish ideological positions. Linda Mizejewski explores Carrie Fisher’s autobiograph-
ical writing, while Ken Feil takes a look at Fisher’s playful blurring of truth and fiction in her screenplays. Kristen 
Anderson Wagner identifies Fisher’s use of humor and anger to challenge public expectations for older actress-
es. Cynthia Hoffner and Sejung Park highlight Fisher’s mental health advocacy, and Slade Kinnecott personaliz-
es how Fisher’s candidness and guidance about mental health were especially cherished by those who lacked a 
support system in their own lives.
 
Our Blessed Rebel Queen is distinct in its interdisciplinary approach, drawing from a variety of methodologies 
and theoretical frameworks. Longtime fans of Carrie Fisher and her body of work will welcome this smart and 
thoughtful tribute to a multimedia legend.

Linda Mizejewski is an Arts and Sciences Distinguished Professor of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at The 
Ohio State University. Tanya D. Zuk is completing her Ph.D. at Georgia State University in moving image studies, 
where her research has focused on canonical collaborative authorship in alternative queer media audiences. 

Contributors include: Ken Feil, Jennifer M. Fogel, Cynthia A. Hoffner, Maghan Molloy Jackson, Philipp Dominik Keidl, 
Andrew Kemp-Wilcox, Slade Kinnecott, Linda Mizejewski, Sejung Park, Kristen Anderson Wagner, Tanya D. Zuk
 
October 2021, 6x9, 320 pages, 28 full-color images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4686-0 $34.99s Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4685-3 $92.99s Hardcover 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4687-7 ebook
Contemporary Approaches to Film and Media Series
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

STARS AND SILHOUETTES
The History of the Cameo Role in 
Hollywood
Joceline Andersen

2020, ISBN 978-0-8143-4691-4, $34.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4690-7, $84.99 Hardcover
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Film Theory and Criticism • Gender • Performance Studies

OF RELATED INTEREST

RESETTING THE SCENE
Classical Hollywood Revisited

Edited by Philippa Gates and Katherine Spring

Showcases cutting-edge work by renowned 
researchers of classical Hollywood filmmaking.

More than a century after its emergence, classical Hollywood 
cinema remains popular today with cinephiles and scholars 

alike. Resetting the Scene: Classical Hollywood Revisited, 
edited by Philippa Gates and Katherine Spring, showcases 
cutting-edge work by renowned researchers of Hollywood 

filmmaking of the studio era and proposes new directions for 
classical Hollywood studies in the twenty-first century.

 
Resetting the Scene includes twenty-six accessible chapters 

and an extensive bibliography. In Part 1, Katherine Spring’s in-
troduction and David Bordwell’s chapter reflect on the newest 

methods, technological resources, and archival discoveries 
that have galvanized recent research of studio filmmaking. 

Part 2 brings together close analyses of film style both visual 
and sonic with case studies of shot composition, cinematog-

raphy, and film music. Part 3 offers new approaches to genre, specifically the film musical, the backstudio 
picture, and the B-film. Part 4 focuses on industry operations, including the origins of Hollywood, cross-pro-

motion, production planning, and talent management. Part 5 offers novel perspectives on the representation 
of race, in regard to censorship, musicals, film noir, and science fiction. Part 6 illuminates forgotten histories 
of women’s labor in terms of wartime propaganda, below-the-line work, and the evolution of star persona. 

Part 7 explores the demise of the studio system but also the endurance of classical norms in auteur cinema 
and screenwriting in the post-classical era. Part 8 highlights new methods for studying Hollywood cinema, 

including digital resources as tools for writing history and analyzing films, and the intersection of film studies 
with emergent fields like media industry studies.

 
Intended for scholars and students of Hollywood film history, Resetting the Scene intersects with numerous 

fields consonant with film studies, including star studies, media industry studies, and critical race theory.

Philippa Gates is a professor of film studies at Wilfrid Laurier University in Ontario, Canada.
 Katherine Spring is associate professor of film studies at Wilfrid Laurier University in Ontario, Canada.

Contributors include: Tino Balio, David Bordwell, Chris Cagle, Liz Clarke, Steven Cohan, Blair Davis, Lisa Dombrowski, 
Kyle Edwards, Ryan Jay Friedman, Philippa Gates, Barry Keith Grant, Helen Hanson, Scott Higgins, Eric Hoyt, 

Kathryn Kalinak, Patrick Keating, Charlie Keil, Richard Maltby, Denise McKenna, Paul Monticone, Charlene Regester, 
Bradley Schauer, Will Scheibel, Katherine Spring, Janet Staiger, Kirsten Moana Thompson

August 2021, 6x9, 356 pages, 44 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4779-9 $36.99s Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4780-5 $94.99s Hardcover

ISBN 978-0-8143-4781-2 ebook
Contemporary Approaches to Film and Media Series

WorldWide rights AvAilAble

BEYOND METHOD
Stella Adler and the Male Actor

Scott Balcerzak

2018, ISBN 978-0-8143-4291-6, $27.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4489-7, $84.99 Hardcover
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Film Theory and Criticism • Queer Studies • Filmmakers

OF RELATED INTEREST

Filmmakers • Humor • World Cinema • Popular Culture

EYE OF THE TAIKA
New Zealand Comedy and 
the Films of Taika Waititi

Matthew Bannister

Innovative study of Taika Waititi, whose Maori and 
Jewish roots influence his distinctive New Zealand 
comedic style.

Eye of the Taika: New Zealand Comedy and the Films of Taika 
Waititi is the first book-length study of comic film director 
and media celebrity Taika Waititi. Author Matthew Bannister 
analyzes Waititi’s feature films and places his other works and 
performances—short films, TV series, advertisements, music 
videos, and media appearances—in the fabric of popular 
culture. The book’s thesis is that Waititi’s playful comic style 
draws on an ironic reading of NZ identity as Antipodean 
camp, a style which reflects NZ’s historic status as colonial 
underdog.
 
The first four chapters of Eye of the Taika explore Waititi’s 
early life and career, the history of New Zealand and its film 

industry, the history of local comedy and its undervaluation in favor of more "serious" art, and ethnicity in 
New Zealand comedy. Bannister then focuses on Waititi’s films, beginning with Eagle vs Shark (2007) and 
its place in "New Geek Cinema," despite being an outsider even in this realm. Bannister uses Boy (2010) to 
address the "comedian comedy," arguing that Waititi is a comedic entertainer before being a director. With 
What We Do in The Shadows (2014), Bannister explores Waititi’s use of the vampire as the archetypal immi-
grant struggling to fit into mainstream society, under the guise of a mockumentary. Waititi’s Hunt for the Wil-
derpeople (2016), Bannister argues, is a family-friendly, rural-based romp that plays on and ironizes aspects 
of Aotearoa/New Zealand identity. Thor: Ragnarok (2017) launched Waititi into the Hollywood realm, while 
introducing a Polynesian perspective on Western superhero ideology. Finally, Bannister addresses Jojo Rabbit 
(2019) as an "anti-hate satire" and questions its quality versus its topicality and timeliness in Hollywood.
 
By viewing Waititi’s career and filmography as a series of pranks, Bannister identifies Waititi’s playful balance 
between dominant art worlds and emergent postcolonial innovations, New Zealand national identity and 
indigenous Aotearoan (and Jewish) roots, and masculinity and androgyny. Eye of the Taika is intended for film 
scholars and film lovers alike.

Matthew Bannister is a postgraduate theory supervisor in media arts at Waikato Institute of Technology Kirikiriroa/
Hamilton, Aotearoa/New Zealand. He has written two previous books: Positively George Street: Sneaky Feelings and 
the Dunedin Sound and White Boys White Noise: Masculinities and 1980s Guitar Rock. He lives in Hamilton with his 
partner Alice Bulmer and has two sons.
 
October 2021, 6x9, 304 pages, 31 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4533-7 $34.99s Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4532-0 $92.99s Hardcover
ISBN 978-0-8143-4534-4 ebook
Contemporary Approaches to Film and Media Series
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

ARCHAIC MODERNISM
Queer Poetics in the Cinema 
of Pier Paolo Pasolini
Daniel Humphrey

2020, ISBN 978-0-8143-4310-4, $35.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4606-8, $85.99 Hardcover
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Film Theory and Criticism • Queer Studies • Filmmakers

BARBARA HAMMER
Pushing Out of the Frame

Sarah Keller

Surveys the boundary-pushing career of pioneering 
filmmaker and artist Barbara Hammer.

Barbara Hammer: Pushing Out of the Frame by Sarah Keller 
explores the career of experimental filmmaker and visual art-
ist Barbara Hammer. Hammer first garnered attention in the 

early 1970s for a series of films representing lesbian subjects 
and subjectivity. Over the five decades that followed, she 

made almost a hundred films and solidified her position as a 
pioneer of queer experimental cinema and art.

 
In the first chapter, Keller covers Hammer’s late 1960s–1970s 
work and explores the tensions between the representation 
of women’s bodies and contemporary feminist theory. In the 
second chapter, Keller charts the filmmaker’s physical move 
from the Bay Area to New York City, resulting in shifts in her 
artistic mode. The third chapter turns to Hammer’s primarily 

documentary work of the 1990s and how it engages with the 
places she travels, the people she meets, and the histories 

she explores. In the fourth chapter, Keller then considers Hammer’s legacy, both through the final films of her 
career—which combine the methods and ideas of the earlier decades—and her efforts to solidify and shape 
the ways in which the work would be remembered. In the final chapter, excerpts from the author’s interviews 

with Hammer during the last three years of her life offer intimate perspectives and reflections on her work 
from the filmmaker herself.

 
Hammer’s full body of work as a case study allows readers to see why a much broader notion of feminist 

production and artistic process is necessary to understand art made by women in the past half century. Ham-
mer’s work—classically queer and politically feminist—presses at the edges of each of those notions, pushing 
beyond the frames that would not contain her dynamic artistic endeavors. Keller’s survey of Hammer’s work is 

a vital text for students and scholars of film, queer studies, and art history.

Sarah Keller is associate professor of art and cinema studies at the University of Massachusetts Boston. Her research 
focuses on experimental form, film experience, and feminist issues in cinema. She is co-editor of Jean Epstein: 

Critical Essays and New Translations and author of Maya Deren: Incomplete Control and Anxious Cinephilia: 
Pleasure and Peril at the Movies.

 
August 2021, 6x9, 232 pages, 35 black-and-white images 

ISBN 978-0-8143-4858-1 $35.99s Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4859-8 $92.99s Hardcover 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4860-4 ebook

WorldWide rights AvAilAble

OF RELATED INTEREST

THE SUPERWOMAN AND 
OTHER WRITINGS BY 
MIRIAM MICHELSON

Edited with an Introduction by Lori Harrison-Kahan

2019, ISBN 978-0-8143-4357-9, $36.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4608-2, $84.99 Hardcover
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Urban Studies • Jewish Studies  • Folklore • Israel and Middle East Literary Criticism and Theory • Fairy-tale Studies

OF RELATED INTEREST

WOMEN 
WRITING WONDER
An Anthology of Subversive 
Nineteenth-Century British, French, 
and German Fairy Tales

Edited and Translated by Julie L. J. Koehler, Shandi 
Lynne Wagner, Anne E. Duggan, and Adrion Dula

Critical anthology of fairy tales by nineteenth-
century British, French, and German women writers.

Women Writing Wonder: An Anthology of Subversive 
Nineteenth-Century British, French, and German Fairy Tales 
is a translation and critical edition that fills a current gap 
in fairy-tale scholarship by making accessible texts written 
by nineteenth-century British, French, and German women 
authors who used the genre of the fairy tale to address issues 
such as class, race, and female agency. These shared themes 
crossed national borders due to both communication among 
these writers and changes in nineteenth-century European 

societies that similarly affected women in Western Europe. In effect, the combined texts reveal a common, 
transnational tradition of fairy tales by women writers who grapple with gender, sexual, social, and racial issues 
in a post–French Revolution Europe. The anthology provides insight into the ways the fairy tale served as a 
vehicle for women writers—often marginalized and excluded from more official or public genres—to engage 
in very serious debates. 
 
Women Writing Wonder, divided into three parts by country, features tales that depict relationships that cross 
class and racial divides, thus challenging normative marriage practices; critically examine traditional fairy-tale 
tropes, such as "happily ever after" and the need for a woman to marry; challenge the perception that fairy-
tale collecting, editing, and creation was male work, associated particularly with the Grimms; and demonstrate 
the role of women in the development of the emerging field of children’s literature and moral tales. Through 
their tales, these women question, among other issues, the genre of the fairy tale itself, playing with the 
conventional fairy-tale narrative to compose their proto-feminist tales.
 
By bringing these tales together, editors and translators Julie L. J. Koehler, Shandi Lynne Wagner, Anne E. 
Duggan, and Adrion Dula hope both to foreground women writers’ important contributions to the genre and 
to challenge common assumptions about what a fairy tale is for scholars, students, and general readers.

Julie L. J. Koehler is the coordinator of the Basic German Language Sequence and a lecturer of German at Wayne 
State University. Shandi Lynne Wagner is assistant professor of English literature at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods Col-
lege. Anne E. Duggan is professor of French at Wayne State University and coeditor of Marvels & Tales: Journal of 
Fairy-Tale Studies. Adrion Dula teaches courses in French and fairy tales at Wayne State University.  
 
October 2021, 6x9, 400 pages, 14 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4501-6 $36.99s Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4500-9 $92.99s Hardcover 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4502-3 ebook
Series in Fairy-Tale Studies
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

CRAVING SUPERNATURAL CREATURES
German Fairy-Tale Figures in 
American Pop Culture
Claudia Schwabe

2019, ISBN 978-0-8143-4196-4, $32.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4601-3, $84.99 Hardcover
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Jewish Studies • Yiddish Studies • Jewish Life and Tradition

OF RELATED INTEREST

LONDON YIDDISHTOWN
East End Jewish Life in Yiddish 
Sketch and Story, 1930–1950: 

Selected Works of Katie Brown, 
A. M. Kaizer, and I. A. Lisky

Translated with Introductions and Commentary 
by Vivi Lachs 

Lively and engaging new view of London’s Jewish 
East End through translated stories of its Yiddish 

writers.

In London Yiddishtown: East End Jewish Life in Yiddish 
Sketch and Story, 1930–1950, Vivi Lachs presents a selection 

of previously un-translated short stories and sketches by Katie 
Brown, A. M. Kaizer, and I. A. Lisky, for the general reader and 

academic alike. These intriguing and entertaining tales build 
a picture of a lively East-End community of the 30's and 40's 
struggling with political, religious, and community concerns. 

Lachs includes a new history of the Yiddish literary milieu 
and biographies of the writers, with information gleaned from articles, reviews, and obituaries published in 

London’s Yiddish daily newspapers and periodicals. 
 

Lisky’s impassioned stories concern the East End’s clashing ideologies of communism, Zionism, fascism, and 
Jewish class difference. He shows anti-fascist activism, political debate in a kosher café, East-End extras on 

a film set, and a hunger march by the unemployed. Kaizer’s witty and satirical tales explore philanthropy, 
upward mobility, synagogue politics, and competition between Zionist organizations. They expose the char-

acter and foibles of the community and make fun of foolish and hypocritical behavior. Brown’s often hilarious 
sketches address episodes of daily life, which highlight family shenanigans and generational misunderstand-

ings, and point out how the different attachments to Jewish identity of the immigrant generation and their 
children created unresolvable fractures. Each section begins with a biography of the writer, before launching 

into the translated stories with contextual notes.
 

London Yiddishtown offers a significant addition to the literature about London, about the East End, about 
Jewish history, and about Yiddish. The East End has parallels with New York’s Lower East Side, yet London’s 
comparatively small enclave, and the particular experience of London in the 1930s and the bombing of the 
East End during the Blitz make this history unique. It is a captivating read that will entice literary and history 

buffs of all backgrounds.

Vivi Lachs is a social historian, Yiddishist, and research fellow at Queen Mary, University of London. She was a 
Yiddish Book Centre Translation Fellow in 2019, and is also a teacher, a Yiddish singer, and the author of 

Whitechapel Noise (Wayne State University Press, 2018). 
 

November 2021, 6x9, 280 pages, 37 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4847-5 $36.99s Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4848-2 $92.99s Hardcover 

ISBN 978-0-8143-4849-9 ebook
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

WHITECHAPEL NOISE
Jewish Immigrant Life in Yiddish Song 

and Verse, London 1884–1914
Vivi Lachs

2018,ISBN 978-0-8143-4355-5, $32.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4488-0, $85.99 Hardcover
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OF RELATED INTEREST

Jewish Studies • Women's Studies • Gender Studies

JEWISH WOMEN'S HISTORY 
FROM ANTIQUITY TO 
THE PRESENT
Edited by Federica Francesconi and 
Rebecca Lynn Winer

A survey of Jewish women’s history from 
biblical times to the twenty-first century.

Jewish Women’s History from Antiquity to the Present is broad 
in geographical scope, exploring Jewish women’s lives in what 
is now Eastern and Western Europe, Britain, Israel, Turkey, North 
Africa, and North America. Editors Federica Francesconi and Re-
becca Lynn Winer focus the volume on reconstructing the experi-
ences of ordinary women and situating those of the extraordinary 
and famous within the gender systems of their times and places. 
 
The twenty-one contributors analyze the history of Jewish 
women in the light of gender as religious, cultural, and social 
construct. They apply new methodologies in approaching rab-

binic sources, prescriptive literature, and musar (ethics), interrogating them about female roles in the biblical and 
rabbinic imaginations, and in relation to women’s restrictions and quotidian actions on the ground. They explore 
Jewish’s women experiences of persecution, displacement, immigration, integration, and social mobility from the 
medieval age through the nineteenth century. And for the modern era, this volume assesses women’s spiritual 
developments; how they experienced changes in religious and political societies, both Jewish and non-Jewish; 
the history of women in the Holocaust, their struggle through persecution and deportation; women’s everyday 
concerns, Jewish lesbian activism, and the spiritual sphere in the contemporary era. Contributors reinterpret 
rabbinical responsa through new lenses and study a plethora of unpublished and previously unknown archival 
sources, such as community ordinances and court records, alongside autobiographies, letters, poetry, narrative 
prose, devotional objects, the built environment, illuminated manuscripts, and early printed books.
 
This publication is significant within the field of Jewish studies and beyond; the essays include comparative 
material and have the potential to reach scholarly audiences in many related fields but are also written to be 
accessible to all, with the introductions in every chapter aimed at orienting the enthusiast from outside academia 
to each time and place.

Federica Francesconi is assistant professor of history at the University at Albany, State University of New York, where 
she also directs the program in Judaic Studies. Rebecca Lynn Winer is associate professor of history at Villanova Univer-
sity.

Contributors include: Rachel Adelman, Natalia Aleksiun, Dianne Ashton, Benjamin M. Baader, Judith R. Baskin, Marla 
Brettschneider, Elisheva Carlebach, Dina Danon, Sylvia Barack Fishman, Federica Francesconi, ChaeRan Freeze, Tal Ilan, Debra 
Kaplan, Melissa R. Klapper, Sharon Koren, Frances Malino, Renée Levine Melammed, Lilach Rosenberg-Friedman, Moshe Ros-
man, Nadia Valman, Rebecca Lynn Winer
 
November 2021, 6x9, 580 pages, 10 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4631-0 $49.99s Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4630-3 $99.99s Hardcover 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4632-7 ebook
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

HEIRS OF YESTERDAY
Emma Wolf
Edited with an Introduction by Barbara Cantalupo 
and Lori Harrison-Kahan

2020, ISBN 978-0-8143-4668-6, $29.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4667-9, $84.99 Hardcover
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Jewish Studies • Women's Studies • Gender Studies Food and Beverage • Jewish Life and Tradition • Folklore

OF RELATED INTEREST

THE ANGEL AND 
THE CHOLENT

Food Representation from the 
Israel Folktale Archives

Idit Pintel-Ginsberg

A collection of food-focused folktales from the 
Israel Folktale Archives.

The Angel and the Cholent: Food Representation from the 
Israel Folktale Archives by Idit Pintel-Ginsberg, translated into 
English for the first time from Hebrew, analyzes how food and 
foodways are the major agents generating the plots of several 

significant folktales. The tales were chosen from the Israel 
Folktales Archives’ (IFA) extensive collection of twenty-five 

thousand tales. In looking at the subject of food through the 
lens of the folktale, we are invited to consider these tales both 

as a reflection of society and as an art form that discloses 
hidden hopes and often subversive meanings.

 
The Angel and the Cholent presents thirty folktales from sev-

enteen different ethnicities and is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 considers food and taste—tales includ-
ed here focus on the pleasure derived by food consumption and its reasonable limits. The tales in Chapter 2 

are concerned with food and gender, highlighting the various and intricate ways food is used to emphasize 
gender functions in society, the struggle between the sexes, and the love and lust demonstrated through food 

preparations and its consumption. Chapter 3 examines food and class with tales that reflect on how sharing 
food to support those in need is a universal social act considered a "mitzvah" (a Jewish religious obligation), 

but it can also become an unspoken burden for the providers. Chapter 4 deals with food and kashrut—the 
tales included in this chapter expose the various challenges of "keeping kosher," mainly the heavy financial 

burden it causes and the social price paid by the inability to share meals with non-Jews. Finally, Chapter 5 
explores food and sacred time, with tales that convey the tension and stress caused by finding and cooking 

specific foods required for holiday feasts, the Shabbat, and other sacred times.
 

The tales themselves can be appreciated for their literary quality, humor, and profound wisdom. Readers, 
scholars, and students interested in folkloristic and anthropological foodway studies or Jewish cultural studies 

will delight in these tales and find the editorial commentary illuminating.

Idit Pintel-Ginsberg served for over ten years as the academic coordinator of the Israel Folklore Archives at the Uni-
versity of Haifa. She is the coeditor of The Power of a Tale with Haya Bar-Itzhak (Wayne State University Press, 2019) 
and Masoret Haya, 33 Essays in Folklore in Honor of Professor Haya Bar-Itzhak with Tsafi Seba-Elran and Haya Milo.

 
October 2021, 6x9, 208 pages

ISBN 978-0-8143-4884-0 $36.99s Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4885-7 $99.99s Hardcover 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4886-4 ebook

Raphael Patai Series in Jewish Folklore and Anthropology
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

THE POWER OF A TALE
Stories from the Israel Folktale Archives

Edited by Haya Bar-Itzhak and Idit Pintel-Ginsberg

2019, ISBN 978-0-8143-4208-4, $64.99 Hardcover
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Urban Studies • Jewish Studies  • Folklore • Israel and Middle East Jewish Studies • German Studies • Religion • History • Translation

OF RELATED INTEREST

DISPUTED MESSIAHS
Jewish and Christian Messianism in 
the Ashkenazic World during the 
Reformation

Rebekka Voß
Translated by John R. Crutchfield

Jewish and Christian messianic thought and 
activism in the Reformation era in the 
Ashkenazic world.

Disputed Messiahs: Jewish and Christian Messianism in the 
Ashkenazic World during the Reformation is the first compre-
hensive study that situates Jewish messianism in its broader 
cultural, social, and religious contexts within the surrounding 
Christian society. By doing so, Rebekka Voß shows how the 
expressions of Jewish and Christian end-time expectation 
informed one another. Although the two groups disputed the 
different messiahs they awaited, they shared principal hopes 
and fears relating to the end of days. Drawing on a great va-
riety of both Jewish and Christian sources in Hebrew, Yiddish, 

German, and Latin, the book examines how Jewish and Christian messianic ideology and politics were deeply 
linked. It explores how Jews and Christians each reacted to the other’s messianic claims, apocalyptic beliefs, 
and eschatological interpretations, and how they adapted their own views of the last days accordingly. This 
comparative study of the messianic expectations of Jews and Christians in the Ashkenazic world during the 
Reformation and their entanglements contributes a new facet to our understanding of cultural transfer be-
tween Jews and Christians in the early modern period.

Disputed Messiahs includes four main parts. The first part characterizes the specific context of Jewish 
messianism in Germany and defines the Christian perception of Jewish messianic hope. The next two parts 
deal with case studies of Jewish messianic expectation in Germany, Italy and Poland. While the second part 
focuses on the messianic phenomenon of the prophet Asher Lemlein, Part 3 is divided into five chapters, 
each devoted to a case of interconnected Jewish-Christian apocalyptic belief and activity. Each case study is 
a representative example used to demonstrate the interplay of Jewish and Christian eschatological expecta-
tions. The final part presents Voß’s general conclusions, carving out the remarkable paradox of a relationship 
between Jewish and Christian messianism that is controversial, albeit fertile. Scholars and students of history, 
culture, and religion are the intended audience for this book.

Rebekka Voß is an associate professor of Jewish history at Goethe University, Frankfurt. Her research focuses on 
Jewish cultural history in early modern Europe, with a particular interest in cultural transfer between Jews and Chris-
tians.
 
November 2021, 6x9, 384 pages, 14 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4861-1 $36.99s Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4164-3 $94.99s Hardcover
ISBN 978-0-8143-4165-0 ebook
WorldWide rights AvAilAble

TALES IN CONTEXT
Sefer ha-ma'asim in 
Medieval Northern France
Rella Kushelevsky 
With a historical epilogue by Elisheva Baumgarten

2017, ISBN 978-0-8143-4271-8, $84.99 Hardcover 
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NEW IN PAPERBACK
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THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 
WILLIAM SANDERS SCARBOROUGH
An American Journey from Slavery to Scholarship

Edited with an Introduction by Michele Valerie Ronnick
Foreword by Henry Louis Gates, Jr.

"This autobiography presents to a new generation the career of William  
Sanders Scarborough, among the earliest black Ph.D.s. He was a precursor  
to W. E. B. Du Bois, and someone whom the famed intellectual admired  
and emulated." — Dennis C. Dickerson
 
October 2021, 6x9, 448 pages, 16 black and white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-3225-2 $24.99s Paperback • Hardcover and ebook available
African American Life Series

New in Paperback!

JUSTUS S. STEARNS
Michigan Pine King and Kentucky Coal Baron, 
1845-1933

Michael W. Nagle

"A window to the region’s entrepreneurial spirit, and it rides on Stearns’ 
monopoly-building foray. A quick read, it felt like a guided walk through 
Ludington and the region’s hard-fought flight to industrialization."
— Kevin Duffy

September 2021, 6x9, 288 pages, 45 black and white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4882-6 $26.99s Paperback • Hardcover and ebook available
Great Lakes Books Series

NO PLACE IN TIME
The Hebraic Myth in Late-Nineteenth-Century 
American Literature

Sharon B. Oster

"Full of splendid insight and erudition, this book offers a striking new way 
to understand American literary realism. By focusing on how the figure of 
the ‘noble Hebrew’ implanted notions of sacred time into a genre long 
considered resolutely secular, Sharon B. Oster shows how Jewishness was 
a central element of the way realist writers––Jewish and non-Jewish writers 
alike––mediated the fractured nature of modern American life and strug-
gled to imagine a redemptive future. Oster has written a truly accomplished 
and important book." — Nancy Bentley

September 2021, 6x9, 368 pages, 7 black-and-white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4880-2 $36.99s Paperback • Hardcover and ebook available
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New in Paperback!

SURVIVORS AND EXILES
Yiddish Culture after the Holocaust

Jan Schwarz

"Meticulously researched and forcefully argued, this comprehensive study 
restores historical justice by introducing the neglected corpus of Yiddish 

Holocaust literature to the English readership. It reveals the drama of the 
transnational effort to tell the story of the destruction of the East European 

Yiddishland by the survivors who found themselves scattered around the 
globe." — Mikhail Krutikov

September 2021, 6x9, 360 pages, 31 black and white images 
ISBN 978-0-8143-4883-3 $36.99s Paperback • Hardcover and ebook available

JEWISH MAGIC BEFORE THE RISE OF 
KABBALAH

Yuval Harari

"Harari’s combination of textual skills and theoretical sophistication make 
this book an outstanding contribution to the study of early Jewish magic, 
ritual studies, and Greco-Roman culture. It includes a valuable discussion 

of theories and methods in the study of magic and the relevance of Jewish 
magic for the history of religions." — Michael Swartz

October 2021, 6x9, 604 pages
17 color photographs; 3 black-and-white photographs 

ISBN 978-0-8143-4881-9 $36.99s Paperback • Hardcover and ebook available
Raphael Patai Series in Jewish Folklore and Anthropology
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FAIRY TALE REVIEW
Edited by Kate Bernheimer

Fairy Tale Review is an annual literary journal dedicated to publishing new 
fairy-tale fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. The journal seeks to expand the 
conversation about fairy tales among practitioners, scholars, and general 
readers. Contents reflect a diverse spectrum of literary artists working with 
fairy tales in many languages and styles.

ISSN: 1556-6153 • E-ISSN: 2327-6819 • Published once per year

Recent contributors include Charles Yu, Lauren Groff, Marina Warner, and 
Francesca Lia Block. 

MARVELS & TALES
Journal of Fairy-Tale Studies
Edited by Cristina Bacchilega and Anne E. Duggan

Marvels & Tales is a peer-reviewed journal that is international and multidis-
ciplinary in orientation. The journal publishes scholarly work dealing with 
the fairy tale in any of its diverse manifestations and contexts. Marvels & 
Tales provides a central forum for fairy-tale studies by scholars of literature, 
folklore, gender studies, children’s literature, social and cultural history, an-
thropology, film studies, ethnic studies, art and music history, and others.

ISSN: 1521-4281 • E-ISSN: 1536-1802 • Published twice per year

Recent special issue “The Two-Hundred-Year Legacy of E.T.A. Hoffmann: Trans-
gressions of Fantastika.” Recent contributors include Pauline Greenhill, Jennifer 
Hammond Sebring, Marina Warner, Kay Turner, and Jack Zipes.

STORYTELLING, SELF, SOCIETY
An Interdisciplinary Journal of 
Storytelling Studies 
Edited by Joseph Sobol and Jessica Senehi

Storytelling, Self, Society is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal that 
publishes scholarship on a wide variety of topics related to oral narrative in 
performance, as social or cultural discourse, and in a variety of professional 
and disciplinary contexts.

ISSN: 1550-5340 • E-ISSN: 1932-0280 • Published twice per year

Recent special issue “Looking to the Digital: An Introduction to Digital 
Storytelling.”

Journals
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ANTIPODES
A Global Journal of 

Australian/New Zealand Literature
Edited by Brenda Machosky

Antipodes is the official publication of the American Association of Austral-
asian Literary Studies. The journal welcomes critical essays on any aspect of 
Australian and New Zealand literature and culture, and comparative studies 
are especially encouraged. Additionally, Antipodes publishes short fiction, 
excerpts from novels, drama, and poetry written by Australian and New Zea-
land authors. 

ISSN: 0893-5580 • E-ISSN: 2331-9089 • Published twice per year

Recent special sections on Alexis Wright and Articulating Southeast Asia and 
the Antipodes. Antipodes now features a recurring section “From All Over…

About Down Under,” a collection of short pieces curated by the editor.

CRITICISM
A Quarterly for Literature and the Arts

Edited by Jaime Goodrich

Criticism provides a forum for current scholarship on literature, media, mu-
sic, and visual culture. A place for rigorous theoretical and critical debate 
as well as formal and methodological self-reflexivity and experimentation, 
Criticism aims to present contemporary thought at its most vital.

ISSN: 0011-1589 • E-ISSN: 1536-0342 • Published four times per year

Recent special issue on “The Future(s) of Early Modern Women Writers.” Recent 
contributors include Paula McQuade, Melissa E. Sanchez, Patricia Demers, and 

Christopher Shirley. 

NARRATIVE CULTURE
Edited by Ulrich Marzolph and Regina F. Bendix

Narrative Culture claims narration as a broad and pervasive human prac-
tice, warranting a holistic perspective to grasp its place comparatively across 
time and space. Inviting contributions that document, discuss, and theorize 
narrative culture, the journal seeks to offer a platform that integrates ap-
proaches spread across numerous disciplines. The field of narrative culture 
thus outlined is defined by a large variety of forms of popular narratives, 
including not only oral and written texts, but also narratives in images, 
three-dimensional art, customs, rituals, drama, dance, music, and so forth.

ISSN: 2169-0235 • E-ISSN: 2169-0251 • Published twice per year

Recent special issue “Containing Women: Entanglements of Genre and 
Gender.” Recent contributors include Kay Turner, JoAnn Conrad, Christine A. 

Jones, and Katherine Whitehurst.

Journals
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DISCOURSE
Journal for Theoretical Studies in Media and 
Culture
Edited by Luka Arsenjuk, James Leo Cahill, Carl Good, Timothy 
Holland, and Sara Saljoughi

Since its founding in 1979, Discourse has been committed to publishing 
work in the theoretical humanities with an emphasis on the critical study of 
film, literature, the visual arts, and related audiovisual media. The journal 
seeks contributions that explore the relations of these and other cultural 
phenomena to questions of language, philosophy, politics, psychoanalysis, 
history, and area studies, as well as theories of gender, race, and sexuality.

ISSN: 1522-5321 • E-ISSN: 1536-1810 • Published three times per year

Recent special issue “Cinema, Modernism, and the Perplexing Methods of 
Stanley Cavell.” Recent contributors include Peggy Kamuf, Akira Mizuta Lippit, 
Erin Graff Zivin, Jennifer Fay, and Daniel Morgan.

FRAMEWORK
The Journal of Cinema and Media

Edited by Drake Stutesman

Framework is an international, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to theoret-
ical and historical work on the diverse and current trends in media and film 
scholarship. The journal’s multicultural coverage, interdisciplinary focus, 
and the high caliber of its writers contributes to important interconnections 
between regional cinemas, practitioners, academics, critics, and students. 
Framework is committed to publishing articles from interdisciplinary and 
global perspectives.

ISSN: 0306-7661 • E-ISSN: 1559-7989 • Published twice per year

Recent special issues and dossiers include “Documenting the Third Cinema 
(1968-1979): Overlooked And Little-Known Documents Around The Third Cine-
ma” and responses from the film community to COVID-19.  Recent contributors 
include Samba Gadjigo, Jonathan Buchsbaum, and Mariano Mestman.

JEWISH FILM & NEW MEDIA
An International Journal

Edited by Nathan Abrams and Nir Cohen

Jewish Film & New Media provides an outlet for research into any aspect 
of Jewish film, television, and new media and is unique in its interdisci-
plinary nature, exploring the rich and diverse cultural heritage across the 
globe. The journal is distinctive in bringing together a range of cinemas, 
televisions, films, programs, and other digital material in one volume and 
in its positioning of the discussions within a range of contexts—the cultural, 
historical, textual, and many others.

ISSN: 2169-0324 • E-ISSN: 2169-0332 • Published twice per year

Recent contributors include Jeffrey Shandler, Thaïs Miller, and Jarrod Tanny.

Journals
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For pricing and ordering information, please visit wsupress.wayne.edu/journals, or 
contact Julie Warheit at julie.warheit@wayne.edu or 313-577-4603.

Wayne State University Press journals content is available in digital format to subscribers 
of JSTOR and Project Muse.

HUMAN BIOLOGY
The Official Publication of the American 
Association of Anthropological Genetics

Edited by Ripan S. Malhi 

Founded in 1929, Human Biology is an international, peer-reviewed journal 
that focuses on research to increase understanding of human biological varia-
tion. Among the topics considered by the journal are anthropological, quan-
titative, evolutionary, and population genetics and genomics; ancient DNA 
studies and paleogenomics; demography and genetic epidemiology; and eth-
ical and social implications of human genetic and genomic research.

ISSN: 0018-7143 • E-ISSN: 1534-6617 • Published four times per year

Recent special issues “Indigenous Science” and “Indigenous Ecology.”

MERRILL-PALMER QUARTERLY
Journal of Developmental Psychology

Edited by Gary Ladd

This internationally acclaimed periodical features empirical and theoretical 
papers on child development and family-child relationships. A high-quality 
resource for researchers, writers, teachers, and practitioners, the journal con-
tains up-to-date information on advances in developmental theories; research 
on infants, children, adolescents, and families; summaries and integrations of 
research; commentaries by experts; and reviews of important new books in 
development.

ISSN: 0272-930X • E-ISSN: 1535-0266 • Published four times per year

How to access

Journals
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All prices are subject to change without notice. Information on forthcoming books is tentative. Direct orders from individuals 
must be prepaid in U.S. funds or charged through MasterCard, VISA, or Discover. Please include shipping and handling 
charges.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Any returned item must be in undamaged, saleable condition without bookseller’s marks, labels or other attachments. Items 
must be packaged to arrive undamaged to publisher’s warehouse. 

Full credit will be offered for:
1. Undamaged, saleable in-print items if received by us within 180 days of original purchase invoice date.
2. Undamaged, saleable out of print items if received by us within 60 days of the out of print date as determined by publisher.

No credit will be issued if any of the following situations occur:
1. Damaged items are received.
2. Items returned outside of the allowed return widow as noted above.

A credit memo will be issued to your account. You may request a refund of an open credit balance if your account has been 
inactive for at least one year. Refunds will be issued in the form of the original payment. To request a refund please call our 
toll free number: (800) 978-7323, or send an email with your request to bookorders@wayne.edu.

For more information on subsidiary and international rights, please contact WSUPressRights@wayne.edu.

SUBSIDIARY RIGHTS

Sales Information

Examination copies are provided to instructors in order for them to assess a text’s suitability for use by their students. To 
receive a free examination copy, please supply the following information on department letterhead and include payment 
of $5.50 per book to cover shipping and handling (U.S. addresses only). 

• Name of course (not course number) 
• Frequency that course is taught 
• When course will next be taught 
• Estimated number of students 
• Bookstore(s) that will order books for the course 
• Office telephone number 
• Format requested (paper)

Please send requests to: 
Theresa Martinelli 
Wayne State University Press
4809 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309
Phone: 313-577-6126 
Fax: 313-577-6131
Email: theresa.martinelli@wayne.edu

Alternatively, contents, index, and extracts can be downloaded in PDF format for many of our recent titles.

REVIEW COPIES

Review copies are provided to newspapers, radio, tv, and similar media organizations for the purpose of publishing or 
broadcasting a book review.

Please send requests to: 
Kristina Stonehill, Promotions Manager 
Phone: 313-577-6127 
Email: kristina.stonehill@wayne.edu 

EXAMINATION COPIES

BOOK RETURN POLICY
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BOOKSELLERS

United Kingdom, Europe, Middle East, Africa, 
Asia, and the Pacific: 

Eurospan Group
Gray's Inn House
127 Clerkenwell Road
London EC1R 5DB, United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1767 604972 
Fax: +44 (0) 1767 601640
E-mail: eurospan@turpin-distribution.com  
Web: eurospanbookstore.com/waynestate

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Within the United States:
 
New England and Mid-Atlantic:

Parson Weems Publisher Services
Causten Stehle
Email: office@parsonweems.com

Christopher R. Kerr
Email: chriskerr@parsonweems.com
 
Eileen Bertelli
Email: eileenbertelli@parsonweems.com
 
Jason Kincade
Email: jasonkincade@parsonweems.com
 
Kevin Moran
Email: kevinmoran@parsonweems.com

Payment for Wayne State University Press books is due 30 days from the invoice date. You may contact the Marketing 
Department for discount schedules, as well as for other information and assistance.

Please send inquiries to:
Emily Nowak, Sales and Marketing Director 
Wayne State University Press
4809 Woodward Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309
Phone: 313-577-6128
Fax: 313-577-6131
Email: enowak@wayne.edu

Midwest:

Miller Trade Book Marketing
Bruce Miller
Phone: (773) 275-8156 
Cell: (773) 307-3446
Fax: (312) 276-8109
Email: orders@millertrade.com
   
West:

The Bob Rosenberg Group
Bob Rosenberg
Phone: (415) 564-1248
Email: bob@bobrosenberggroup.com

Sales Information

Other areas: 

Wayne State University Press
Emily Nowak 
Marketing and Sales Manager
4809 Woodward Avenue 
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309, USA
Phone: (800) 978-7323
Fax: (313) 577-6131
Email: enowak@wayne.edu
Web: wsupress.wayne.edu

As of June 1, 2020, University of Alberta Press (SAN 115 1134) will be changing its U.S. distribution from Wayne 
State University Press to Hopkins Fulfillment Services (SAN 2027348). After that date, all returns should be sent to 
HFS Returns Department, c/o Maple Logistics, Lebanon Distribution Center, 704 Legionnaire Drive, Fredericksburg, 
PA 17026. 

To place your orders with HFS for University of Alberta Press titles, contact them directly.
Address: 2715 N Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21218
Phone: (800) 537-5487
E-mail: hfscustserv@press.jhu.edu.

DISTRIBUTION NOTICE





ORDERING INFORMATION

To order, call toll-free (800) 978-7323. Order by fax (313) 577-6131 or at our secure website wsupress.wayne.edu. Orders 
from individuals must be accompanied by full payment or charged through VISA, MasterCard, or Discover.

Payment must include the following postage: $5.50 for the first book and $1.00 for each additional book. Foreign Orders: 
Please include $24.00 for the first book and $12.00 for each additional book. Payment must be in U.S. dollars with a check 
or money order drawn upon a U.S. bank.

Address all orders and inquiries to:

Wayne State University Press
Attn: Order Fulfillment Department
4809 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309

      Check or money order enclosed  VISA                MasterCard    Discover

Credit Card No.

Expiration Date   Daytime phone

Signature         Security Code

Name

Address

City     State            ZIP/Postal Code

Country

Bookstores and libraries: Purchase Order No.

Ship via

ISBN (978-0-8143-) Title / Author Qty. Price Per Copy Total Price

Subtotal

6% Sales Tax (Michigan residents only)

5% Canadian General Sales Tax

Shipping & Handling (see above for charges)

TOTAL

CODE: FW21

W AY N E  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  P R E S S
Toll-Free: (800) 978-7323         WSUPRESS.WAYNE.EDU

 ORDER FORM
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